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Abstract

Advances in the design of multi-spectral cameras have

led to great interests in a wide range of applications, from

astronomy to autonomous driving. However, such cameras

inherently suffer from a trade-off between the spatial and

spectral resolution. In this paper, we propose to address

this limitation by introducing a novel method to carry out

super-resolution on raw mosaic images, multi-spectral or

RGB Bayer, captured by modern real-time single-shot mo-

saic sensors. To this end, we design a deep super-resolution

architecture that benefits from a sequential feature pyramid

along the depth of the network. This, in fact, is achieved

by utilizing a convolutional LSTM (ConvLSTM) to learn the

inter-dependencies between features at different receptive

fields. Additionally, by investigating the effect of different

attention mechanisms in our framework, we show that a

ConvLSTM inspired module is able to provide superior at-

tention in our context. Our extensive experiments and anal-

yses evidence that our approach yields significant super-

resolution quality, outperforming current state-of-the-art

mosaic super-resolution methods on both Bayer and multi-

spectral images. Additionally, to the best of our knowledge,

our method is the first specialized method to super-resolve

mosaic images, whether it be multi-spectral or Bayer.

1. Introduction

Real-time snap-shot mosaic image sensors are a category

of imaging devices that encompass modern RGB and multi-

spectral cameras. In fact, RGB cameras are a sub-category

of multi-spectral cameras, only being capable of measur-

ing three spectral channels i.e. red, blue and green. The re-

cent improvements has given rise to multi-spectral cameras

with the performance comparable to modern RGB cameras

in terms of size, portability and speed [34].

Despite the great interest in these devices, with applica-

tions ranging from astronomy [2] to tracking in autonomous

vehicles [31, 24], they suffer from an inherent constraint:

a trade-off between the spatial and the spectral resolution.

The reason is the limited physical space on 2D camera im-

age sensors. A higher spatial resolution (smaller pixel size)
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Figure 1. Comparison between the baseline [27] and our Mosaic

super-resolution. a) Ground-truth, b) baseline, and c) our mosaic

super-resolution. The baseline smooths out the bayers pattern and

fuses the information while our method produces the results simi-

lar to the ground-truth

reduces the number of possible wavelength channels on the

image sensor, and thus creates a limitation in certain ap-

plications where the size and portability are essential fac-

tors, for instance, on a UAV [4]. A more portable (i.e.

smaller and lighter) camera suffers more from lower spatial

and spectral resolution. The spectral and spatial constraints

of mosaic imaging devices motivates the need for super-

resolution (SR) algorithms for the type of images that these

devices create (mosaic images). Nevertheless, compared to

the amount of existing literature on normal RGB (interpo-

lated/demosaiced) RGB images SR, few efforts have been

made toward mosaic image super-resolution (SR).

The related literature aiming at the task of SR in RGB

domain (discussed in Section 2) is predominantly carried

out on interpolated/demosaiced RGB images. However,

with most modern RGB cameras, mosaic Bayer images

can be obtained instead of demosaiced images. In this re-

gard, various studies [40, 8] have pointed out and discussed

that interpolation or demosaicing deteriorates SR perfor-

mance due to (1) removing high-frequency information as

interpolation/demosaicing can be viewed as a form of low

pass filtering [14], while SR aims at predicting such high-

frequency information; and (2) interpolation/demosaicing

introduces artifacts [40, 14] which can be either viewed as a

signal loss or noise in the input image. The SR literature on

mosaic RGB images, despite its importance, is limited to a

few recent works [18, 29, 37]. We believe that in most mod-

ern SR applications such as microscopy and astronomy, in

which having access to high-resolution images is vital, it is



counter-intuitive to throw away high-frequency content mo-

saic images and only rely on the interpolated/demosaiced

images.

Surprisingly, despite its significance, mosaic image SR

has been less considered in the literature. This, however,

motivates us to conduct an in-depth study on how to get ben-

efit of such vital information. Therefore, in this paper, we

propose a SR framework for real-time mosaic image sensors

(cameras) to bridge the gap identified in the literature. We

believe that our approach will benefit many applications,

such as in astronomy [21] or microscopy [25] in which high

quality super-resolved images are essential. To summarize,

our primary contributions are:

• We demonstrate an effective use of the ConvLSTM

module to learn the relationship between features from

different stages of a CNN with sequentially increasing

receptive fields, and achieve state-of-the-art in mosaic

SR.

• To the best of our knowledge, our method is the

first addressing SR of mosaic images directly. We

also demonstrate the different nature of mosaic im-

ages compared to demosaiced images by showing that

methods specifically designed for mosaic SR does not

necessarily perform well on demosaiced/interpolated

RGB images.

As a secondary contribution, we experiment with dif-

ferent attention mechanisms and assess their relative per-

formance in our network. Furthermore, investigating the

structure of an LSTM module, we discover that elements

of it are designed to apply implicit attention. By incorporat-

ing our LSTM inspired attention mechanism in our network,

we empirically show its superior performance compared to

other attention mechanisms.

2. Related Work

The RGB super-resolution methods dominate the SR lit-

erature; therefore, we first review the literature that focus

on RGB SR and then discuss the more related existing lit-

erature on mosaic SR. One of the first works in RGB CNN

based SR (SRCNN) [5], although simply composed of three

convolutional layers, significantly outperformed the con-

ventional SR algorithms. Following the success of SR-

CNN [5], many CNN based algorithms [22, 6, 36] were

developed. For example, fast SRCNN (FSRCNN) [6] en-

compassing eight convolutional layers, speeds up the SR

process by using as input the original low-resolution patch

instead of a bi-cubically upsampled one. They highlight the

fact that using interpolation to scale up images deteriorates

the SR performance. Note that, extending from the discus-

sion in [6], RGB images are, in fact, interpolated from mo-

saic Bayer images, and hence, super-resolving directly from

the raw mosaic images instead should result in better perfor-

mance.

Current approaches, similar to ours, use residual connec-

tions [15, 22, 1]. For example, [15] introduced very deep SR

(VDSR), which has a single global skip-connection from

the input to the final output. Similarly, enhanced deep SR

i.e. EDSR [22] employs residual blocks (RBs) with short

skip connections. More recently, a cascading residual net-

work (CARN) [1] is proposed, which also employs a vari-

ant of RBs with cascading connections. While CARN [1] is

lagging behind EDSR [22] in terms of PSNR, it improves

efficiency and speed. More lately, motivated by the suc-

cess of DenseNet [13], CNN-based SR networks have con-

centrated on the dense connection model. For example,

SRDenseNet [32] uses dense connections to learn compact

models, avoiding the problem of vanishing gradients and

eases the flow from low-level features to high-level fea-

tures. Recently, the residual-dense network (RDN) [39]

employed dense connections to learn the local representa-

tions from the patches at hand. The dense network with

multi-scale skip connections has similarities with our pro-

posed method in terms of feature aggregation. However,

their method aggregates features, whereas our method ag-

gregates a sequence of features with sequentially increasing

receptive fields, and uses a ConvLSTM module [35] to learn

these sequential features.

The visual attention [23] concept in SR was introduced

by RCAN [37], which models the inter-channel depen-

dencies using a channel attention (CA) mechanism. This

process is coupled with a very deep network composed

of groups of RBs called RGs (RGs). Following in the

footsteps of [37], the residual attention module (SRRAM)

by [16], employed spatial attention as well as CA while still

lagging behind RCAN [37]. Most recently, Second-Order

Attention Network (SAN) [3] was introduced. The authors

argue that the task of SR has achieved outstanding perfor-

mance; however, at the expense of using very deep and wide

networks. They argue that maybe a better utilization of in-

termediate features would help improve the results. Note

that better utilization of intermediate features was brought

up by RCAN; in fact, this was precisely the incentive be-

hind CA in the RCAN setup. Nevertheless, the SAN au-

thors [3] propose a second-order attention network within a

residual in residual structure. The quantitative results are,

on average, on par with RCAN, and in terms of the network

size, SAN is only marginally smaller than RCAN (15.7M

vs. 16M parameters).

The SR algorithms above focus mainly on super-

resolving RGB images even though, as discussed before,

the multi-spectral images are comparatively more adversely

affected by the resolution constraints. Reviewing the lim-

ited multi-spectral/mosaic SR literature, one would realize

that these networks are not structurally different i.e. they



are not fine-tuned for mosaic images by taking into account

any spectral correlation of different channels. The scarcity

of multi-spectral SR algorithms may be due to the absence

of multi-spectral SR benchmarking platforms, as well as the

difficulty of accessing suitable SR spectral datasets. For in-

stance, [20] aims to improve the quality of hyperspectral

(not multi-spectral) images and is one of the few CNN based

spectral SR methods. To the best of our knowledge, the

only multi-spectral SR methods [19, 27] were submitted to

the PIRM2018 multi-spectral SR challenge [29, 30]. The

work in [19] adopted an image completion technique that

requires ×2 and ×3 down-sampled images as input to a 12

layer convolutional network. While achieving good results,

it addresses the problem of ×3 SR given ×2 and ×3 down-

sampled images, rather than single-image SR. It is also not

an end-to-end CNN based implementation. The best end-

to-end CNN based method in the challenge was proposed

by [27], which implicitly employed the RCAN [37], which

is the current state-of-the-art in multi-spectral SR.

The main body of the RCAN structure constitutes a se-

quence of RGs, with the receptive field increasing sequen-

tially, that is, at a deeper RG it sees a larger area of the input

image. This can be considered as different levels of an im-

age pyramid. In one of our main contributions, we propose

that a convolutional LSTM (ConvLSTM) [35] can learn the

sequential relationship between these pyramidal feature lev-

els. A superficially similar idea was used for optical flow es-

timation. To elaborate, the authors refer to pyramid convo-

lutional LSTMs [10] in their structure, in which the pyramid

part uses one convolutional LSTM at each semantic level to

generate features by taking the number of input frames as

the step size for the LSTMs. On the contrary, we only use

one Convolutional LSTM with the step size being the num-

ber of semantic levels (RGs) that are being considered. Our

second contribution is the use of a convolutional LSTM at

the input of the network to learn the sequential relationship

between different wavelengths of the network. Our third

contribution is a self-attention mechanism that is inserted

between the RGs of the RCAN structure.

3. Method

Inspired by the success of RCAN [27] in multi-spectral

SR, we consider a simplified RCAN as the backbone for our

method and develop our framework on top of it. Briefly, the

multi-spectral RCAN consists of five RGs (RGs), and each

RG has three RBs and each RB has one CA. We empir-

ically observed that the features from each RG can be uti-

lized better if higher level of aggregations are considered.

In other word, we found that although processing features in

a feed-forward manner has shown promising performance,

one can better utilize the intermediate features if the de-

pendencies between different RGs are taken into account.

To this end, we treat the output of each RG as a separate

representation, processing them in a pyramid Bidirectional

ConvLSTM to learn relations between features of various

receptive fields. We also observed that, despite the neces-

sity for an attention mechanism, the CA used in the original

RCAN cannot effectively learn to highlight the informative

part of the feature vectors (as demonstrated in our exper-

iments). Hence, we also design an attention mechanism,

inspired by the internal operations of a ConvLSTM, and ap-

ply it between different RGs. In this section, we discuss

different components of our model in detail.

3.1. Bidirectional Pyramid ConvLSTM

Bidirectional LSTMs have shown promising perfor-

mance in learning long-range dependencies in a sequence.

As the name implies, this class of models is capable of

learning such relations in both the forward and backward

directions, providing the model with stronger representa-

tion compared to its unidirectional counterpart. In our case,

we propose to treat the output of each RG in our backbone

as a sequence of feature maps. In other words, the features

at different receptive fields act as the features at different

time-steps. Since our feature maps carry strong spatial in-

formation, we utilize a bidirectional ConvLSTM [35].

A ConvLSTM takes a sequence (in our case pyramid re-

ceptive fields which are output features of the RCAN RGs

Xt) as input and apply the following operation on them:

it = σ(Wxi ∗Xt +Whi ∗Ht−1 +Wci ⊙ Ct−1 + bi)

ft = σ(Wxf ∗Xt +Whf ∗Ht−1 +Wcf ⊙ Ct−1 + bf )

Ct = ft ⊙ Ct−1 + it ⊙ tanh(Wxc ∗Xt +Whc ∗Ht−1 + bc)

ot = σ(Wxo ∗Xt +Who ∗Ht−1 +Wco ⊙ Ct + bo)

Ht = ot ⊙ tanh(Ct)

(1)

where it, ft and ot are input, forget, and output gate of a

ConvLSTM cell. Ct denotes the cell state which is passed

to the next ConvLSTM cell and Ht indicates the output fea-

tures of a ConvLSTM cell. Here ∗, and ⊙ refers to the con-

volution operation and Hadamard product. σ is a Sigmoid

function. Our Bidirectional ConvLSTM has five steps for

the features of 5 RGs, and it maintains two sets of hidden

and state cells per unit, for back and forth sequences. This

allows Bidirectional ConvLSTM to have access to receptive

field contexts in both directions and therefore increases the

performance of the proposed network.

Since the features representing each time-step carry in-

formation at different receptive fields (with respect to the

input), we consider our design of ConvLSTM as a Pyramid,

thus naming this component Pyramid ConvLSTM.

3.2. Self attention mechanism

As discussed earlier in Section 3, we expect an atten-

tion mechanism to play a tangible role in SR. Following
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Figure 2. Overview of our proposed SR network. Our model gets as input an LR mosaic image and ×3super-resolves it to HR mosaic

image. Our network is based on RCAN [27] with five residual groups (RGs) and three residual blocks (RBs).
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Figure 3. Overview of our self-attention mechanism: Adhering to

LSTM intuition, f(.) is a Sigmoid function and g(.) is a Tanh

function.

this expectation, the original RCAN [40] architecture em-

ploys CAs inside RGs. When delving into the effect of

each component in the backbone, we observed an inconsis-

tency in the effect of CA in performance. Depending on

the data presented, e.g., in mosaic format or cube format,

Bayer or Multi-spectral, the effect of CA varies. Also, CA

in RCAN is deployed 3 times in each RG. Therefore, an

attention mechanism between the RGs may be exploited as

a way to achieve more efficient flow of information. This

observation inspired us to investigate what type of attention

mechanisms better suits the problem at hand.

To this end, we first investigate existing attention mech-

anisms [37, 12, 7] that have shown reasonable results on

different computer vision problems. The failure of existing

attention mechanisms in SR suggests that the nature of our

problem is different from the ones cited above. By study-

ing the LSTM structure [11] carefully, we realize that an

LSTM by design provides implicit attention to input fea-

tures and selectively passes more vital information to the

next stage. The structure in Figure 3 is equivalent to an

LSTM cell with only one step and with zero-initialized hid-

den and cell states. If we insert this structure between dif-

ferent RGs (the green block in Figure 2) the first Tanh

followed by a Sigmoid applies a non-linearity on the input

feature map and then performs a gating operation, deter-

mining what information is needed to be passed to the next

stage. We repeat this process twice to provide additional

non-linearity and gating, which follows the intuition behind

LSTM operations. To this end, and inspired by the gating

inside a convolutional LSTM, our self-attention mechanism

gets as input the output of each RG and applies the follow-

ing function:

xi
attn =f(RGi(x

i
in))⊙

g(f(RGi(x
i
in)⊙ g(RGi(x

i
in))

(2)

where RGi is the ith RG, xi
in is the input feature map to

the ith RG, and xi
attn is the resulting feature map for its

corresponding input. To stay with the logic behind LSTMs

[11], in our design, f and g are the non-linear functions of

Sigmoid, and Tanh respectively.

As mentioned before, the attention mechanism shown in

Eq. 2, can be considered equivalent to the internal opera-

tions of a convolutional LSTM when the cell states carry

no information. This is well-suited to our task since we do

ignore any relation to other RGs and computing the refined

features based only on the output of the current RG, acting

as self -attention.

3.3. Loss functions
In SR literature, a simple loss function such as L1 [37]

or L2 [27, 19], or a perceptual loss function such as SSIM

[33] is usually utilized to train models. Here, for consis-

tency, we choose L1 loss as our baseline loss function since

an L1 function is less sensitive to outliers compared to an

L2 function. We use the PyTorch SmoothL1 implemen-

tation, which is a more stable implementation compared to

the vanilla L1. SmoothL1 can be expressed as

SmoothL1(Θ) =
1

N

M
∑

i=1

Zi (3)



where

Zi =

{

0.5× (DIF )2 if |DIF | < 1
|DIF | − 0.5 otherwise,

and DIF = HRi
RGB − LRi

MS .

4. Dataset generation

Multi-spectral dataset. We generate HR and LR mo-

saic images from HR multi-spectral cubes in the StereoMSI

dataset [30], by taking the spatial offset of each wavelength

in a multi-spectral pixel into account [30]. The HR multi-

spectral cubes have a dimension of 14 × 240 × 480, and

LR×3 have a dimension of 14 × 80 × 160. The multi-

spectral images have 16 channels and each pixel exhibit a

4 × 4 pattern [30]. However, as a result of the particu-

lar camera that captured these images, two of these chan-

nels are spectrally redundant and are not present, leaving us

with 14 channels. Following the spatial location provided

in [30], we transform this 14 channel cube to a mosaic pat-

tern. For the two redundant wavelengths, we assign zero

value. In Figure 2, these two wavelengths are indicated by

black pixels. The resulting HR and LR mosaic patterns have

dimensions 1×960×1920, and 1×320×640 respectively.

Bayer dataset Regarding the Bayer dataset [30], an ex-

tended StereoMSI dataset has become available. The size

of the images is 1086 × 2046. To generate LR mosaic im-

ages, the HR mosaic was used to build an image cube of size

4×362×682. The 4 channels correspond to two green, one

red, and one blue. The image cubes were down-sampled

and used to reconstruct LR mosaic images.

Converting multi-spectral mosaics to zero-padded

multi-spectral cubes. In a recent multi-spectral color-

prediction work [28], the authors proposed converting

multi-spectral mosaics into the format of zero-padded

multi-spectral cubes (for simplicity, we refer to this for-

mat as mosaic cubes) as a way to give the network an extra

wavelength dimension and they showed that this data repre-

sentation helps achieve better performance; We verify that

this data representation indeed helps us boost our quantita-

tive results for multi-spectral SR. Please note that we use

the cubic data format as the input, and the corresponding,

actual, mosaic images are used as ground truth. In the case

of Bayer SR, we did not observe any improvements. Al-

though it remains to be demonstrated, the reason could be

that Bayer pixels contain two green pixels with identical

wavelengths. Hence, for Bayer SR we use simple mosaic

images.

5. Experiments

5.1. Settings

Dataset: We evaluate our approach on the PIRM2018

spectral SR challenge dataset [30, 29] as our multi-spectral

Table 1. Mean and standard deviation (in parenthesis) of PSNR,

SSIM on the Multi-spectral dataset. Except where specified, the

networks are input with zero-padded cubic mosaics. RCAN− in-

dicates RCAN without CA.

Method PSNR SSIM

Bicubic 28.63 0.4552

(3.50) (0.0691)

RCAN (Mosaic) 33.17 0.6500

(3.62) (0.061)

RCAN− (Mosaic) 33.15 0.6472

(3.64) (0.0614)

RCAN− 33.16 0.6492

(3.65) (0.0616)

RCAN 33.21 0.6500

(3.64) (0.0610)

PyrRCAN 33.293 0.6535

(3.70) (0.0618)

PyrRCAN + lstmA 33.31 0.6522

(0.0625) (0.0625)

mosaic SR evaluation. We use their extended Bayer images

available for RGB mosaic SR evaluation. With the multi-

spectral dataset, we have 350 HR-LR image pairs with 300

images used for training and 30 and 20 images set aside for

validation and testing, respectively. For the Bayer dataset,

to stay within a comparable dataset size, we have 300 train-

ing image pairs, 50 for validation, and 50 for testing.

Evaluation metrics: The 20 (multi-spectral) and 50

(Bayer) test images were super-resolved to a scale of ×3
and evaluated using the Pixel Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR)

and Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) metrics. For the

SSIM metric, a window size of 7 is used with the metric

being calculated for each channel and then averaged.

Training settings: During training, we performed data

augmentation on each mini-batch of 16 images which in-

cluded random 60×60 cropping of the input image, random

rotation by 0◦, 90◦ ,180◦ , 270◦ with p = 0.25, and random

horizontal flips with p = 0.5. Our model is trained by the

ADAM optimizer [17] with β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999, and

ǫ = 10−8. The initial learning rate was set to 10−4 and then

halved every 2500 epochs. To implement our models, we

used the PyTorch framework. To test our algorithms, we se-

lect the models with the best performance on the validation

set and present the test results for those models.

6. Results and Discussion

6.1. Multispectral mosaic SR

To assess the effect of using a mosaic vs. mosaic cube

format [28], In Table 1, we first train our baseline RCAN

on mosaic data and mosaic cubes with LR input (the mo-

saic format is always used for HR ground truth), with and

without CA (the first four rows). As explained before, and



Ground-truth Bicubic RCAN Ours

14.29 dB 31.39 dB 32.67 dB

14.29 dB 31.39 dB 32.67 dB

19.08 dB 27.27 dB 35.33 dB

Figure 4. Qualitative results for Bayer SR. Since the images are grayscale by nature, the results are best seen when zoomed in. Note, PSNR

results per baseline are provided in the corresponding columns.

according to the results, the CA mechanism improves the

performance more when using a mosaic cube data format

compared with the mosaic data format. Moreover, the zero-

padded cube data format improves the results compared to

mosaic data by 0.04dB. The rest of the experiments in Ta-

ble 1 are carried out with a zero-padded cube data format as

the input, and mosaic data format as the output. In all the

tables, best and second-best results are shown in bold and

underlined fonts, respectively.

The fifth row of Table 1 shows the effect of our Pyra-

mid ConvLSTM structure, which has led to a consider-

able 0.08dB improvement in PSNR. The utilization of our

proposed ConvLSTM inspired attention module, (lstmA),

boosts the results by an additional 0.02dB. In total, our

proposed method boosts the SOTA approaches by 0.10dB.

Taking into account the effect of using mosaic cubes, our

improvement adds up to 0.14dB. Note that compared to

the top PIRM2018 algorithms, our algorithm clearly out-

performs existing methods. It is worth noting that no self-

ensemble algorithm was used in the post-processing stage to

achieve further improvements. These results purely demon-

strate the effectiveness of our Pyramid ConvLSTM module

boosted slightly by our lstmA module. Qualitative results,

depicted in figure 4, are also evident of the superiority of

our method.

6.2. Bayer SR

We use the mosaic data format for the Bayer SR task

based on our observation in which no improvement is ob-

tained when using the mosaic cube data format. We hy-

pothesize the reason is that Bayer pixels contain 2 green

pixels with identical wavelengths, thereby defying the logic

behind using mosaic cubes [28]. The results are provided in

Table 2. The first two rows demonstrate the effect of CA,

indicating that the model may not be able to take advantage

of CA when uses Bayer data. Overall, our Pyramid Con-

vLSTM structure, together with the lstmA module, outper-

forms the baselines in terms of PSNR metric by 0.07dB.

Qualitative results, depicted in figure 5, are also evidence

of the superiority of our method. Note, to the best of our

knowledge, there are no specialized SR algorithms avail-



Table 2. Mean and standard deviation (in parenthesis) of PSNR,

SSIM for the Bayer dataset. RCAN− indicates RCAN without

CA.

Method PSNR SSIM

Bicubic 28.63 0.6398

(3.50) (0.1364)

RCAN 30.63 0.6560

(3.65) (0.0998)

RCAN− 30.66 0.6589

(3.65) (0.0988)

PyrRCAN− + lstmA 30.70 0.6609

(3.65) (0.1000)

Table 3. Effect of Pyramid ConvLSTM

Method PSNR SSIM

Multi-spectral mosaic SR

PyrRCAN w/o ConvLSTM 33.21 0.6514

PyrRCAN 33.29 0.6535

Bayer mosaic SR

PyrRCAN w/o ConvLSTM 30.591 0.655

PyrRCAN 30.653 0.6582

able on Bayer SR. Hence, we only compare with a bicubic

baseline, which is customary in SR literature as well as the

RCAN implementation [27] that is SOTA in multi-spectral

SR (RCAN [38] is also SOTA in standard RGB SR). The

closest algorithm to ours, as mentioned in section 2, is [40],

which carries out joint demosaicing, and SR i.e. does not

produce mosaic images).

6.2.1 Effect of ConvLSTM in PyrRCAN

Here, we aim to assess whether the ConvLSTM is learn-

ing the sequence of the concatenated feature pyramid from

features from different field of view, or it is merely the ef-

fect of reusing the intermediate features. We choose the

PyrRCAN− structure, without our lstmA module, to bet-

ter isolate the effect of the ConvLSTM module. We re-

move the ConvLSTM module and instead feed the features

into the convolutional layer that follows the ConvLSTM in

Fig. 2. The results, presented in Table 3, show the ConvL-

STM module is indeed learning additional information from

the concatenated features. In fact, without the ConvLSTM

module, the results are worse than the baselines.

6.2.2 Effect of attention

As discussed in Section 3, we investigate the effect of dif-

ferent attention mechanisms when placed between the RGs,

guided by the intuition that such a mechanism can facilitate

more effective information flow between the RGs. The at-

tention mechanisms of our choice are (i) the CA that was

used in the SOTA multi-spectral SR work [27], (ii) the

CA mechanism proposed in [12], (iii) a bi-linear attention

Table 4. Ablation on different attention methods.

Method PSNR SSIM

Multi-spectral mosaic SR

PyrRCAN− + CA(RCAN) 33.22 0.6512

(3.6857) (0.06185)

PyrRCAN− + CA [12] 33.22 0.6511

(3.67) (0.0622)

PyrRCAN− + Bi-linear attention [7] 33.24 0.6517

(3.67) (0.06277)

PyrRCAN− + lstm w/o Sigmoid 33.22 0.6475

(3.712) (0.6475)

PyrRCAN− + lstmA 33.26 0.6513

(3.70) (0.0622)

Bayer mosaic SR

PyrRCAN− + CA(RCAN) 30.65 0.6580

(3.6582) (0.1001)

PyrRCAN− + CA [12] 30.63 0.6576

(3.69573) (0.09949)

PyrRCAN− + Bi-linear attention [7] 30.63 0.6546

(3.652) (0.0998)

PyrRCAN− + lstmA w/o Sigmoid 30.67 0.6612

(3.664) (0.0998)

PyrRCAN− + lstmA 30.700 0.6609

(3.658) (0.1000)

mechanism proposed in [7], (iv) our proposed lstmA with-

out the Sigmoid function in the bottom branch (to emulate

a mask attention mechanism), and finally (v) our proposed

lstmA. To assess the effect of these mechanisms more di-

rectly, we remove CA from RCAN, so the networks under

study only use one type of attention mechanism and only

between RGs. The results show that our proposed lstmA

mechanism outperforms all the other methods, and it is even

marginally superior to BLA proposed in [7]. The results of

the ablation study for Bayer mosaic SR follow a more or

less similar trend as the results on multi-spectral mosaic SR.

6.3. Demosaiced RGB images

Our experimental observations indicated that our method

is not as effective on demosaiced RGB images, i.e., stan-

dard RGB images, as it proved to be for mosaic images.

The reason for this was discussed in Section 3. Demo-

saiced/interpolated images can, in fact, be considered low

pass filtered, lacking some crucial information that can be

exploited by an SR algorithm. We believe our Pyramid

ConvLSTM structure is capable of exploiting such high-

frequency information that may be discarded in the process

of interpolation. For instance, sub-pixels (wavelengths)

in mosaic Bayer and multi-spectral pixels display a high-

frequency change in intensity, crucial information which

is somewhat absent from an interpolated image. Also,

high-frequency patterns in either 2 × 2 or 4 pixels, which

seems to appear throughout a mosaic image, contain some

intra-wavelength dependencies typical to a multi-spectral or

hyper-spectral pixel [9]. A sequential feature pyramid, as

we have proposed, is capable of capturing these dependen-

cies throughout a mosaic image.



Ground-truth Bicubic RCAN Ours

29.84 dB 40.57 dB 40.88 dB

27.96 dB 34.63 dB 34.80 dB

23.19 dB 30.18 dB 30.40 dB

Figure 5. Qualitative results for Bayer SR. Since the images are grayscale by nature, the results are best seen when zoomed in. Note, PSNR

results per baseline are provided in the corresponding columns.

Table 5. Comparison with different Multi-spectral mosaic and

Bayer mosaic SR methods (in PSNR).
SR Methods

Datasets VDSR EDSR CARN Ours

Multi-spectral 30.61 31.06 30.61 33.26

Bayer 29.68 30.03 29.87 30.70

6.4. Comparison with other methods:

Table 5 presents results using other modern CNN based

SR methods for comparison. The methods we choose are

VDSR [26], EDSR [22], and CARN [1]. We train these

networks, from the scratch, using our mosaic multi-spectral

and RGB datasets.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented an SR algorithm designed ex-

plicitly for mosaic super-resolution. Our algorithm exhibit

SOTA performance, achieved primarily via constructing a

sequential feature pyramid and exploiting a ConvLSTM

module to learn the inter-dependencies in the sequence.

We also explored different attention modules, replacing CA

in RCAN, and observed that an LSTM inspired attention

mechanism provides the most significant improvement.

Apart from achieving SOTA and providing structural

novelties introduced in this paper, we believe the most im-

portant message to convey is in regards to the task of Bayer

SR. An intuitive observation, verified by our experiments,

shows that indeed, mosaic and demosaiced images are dif-

ferent, and algorithms specific to each format need to be

developed. Also, if a real-life application requires an SR

algorithm, it makes more sense to capture Bayer images,

which contain more high-frequency information, given that

most modern RGB cameras are capable of outputting Bayer

patterns. Hence, it is more beneficial to the computer vision

community (e.g., microscopy, astronomy, food monitoring),

that more research is dedicated to the task of mosaic super-

resolution rather than standard RGB SR. We hope that this

work encourages such a research direction.
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